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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS USED
Methods and time study is an integral part of scientific management, which aims at reducing costs, increasing production, and improving
quality.

It has played an increasingly important part in the manufac-

turing industry since the pioneering work of Taylor and the Gilbreths
was conducted in the latter part of the 19th century.

In mining, however,

not so much emphasis has been placed upon these new methods due to the
fact that mining was thought "different" from other industries; although
Harling in the early part of this century did some excellent work on
shoveling.

Since World War II the coal industry, which was faced with

falling markets and rising costs, began to apply methods and time study
procedures extensively and these were found to work successfully in
raising output and lowering costs.

In the metalliferous mining field,

with some notable exceptions, relatively little has been done to apply
methods and time study in a scientific manner.

THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem.

It was the purpose of this study to

evolve and present in a logical manner a method of approach from the
efficiency standpoint, to mining operation problems.

This, it was

thought, could be best achieved by means of a method and time study
program, which could examine all the operations in whatever detail was
required.
Importance

£f

the study.

With ever increasing cost of labor,

mine operators have been faced with the fact that labor productivity
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has not kept pace with the increasing cost.

In most other industries,

as in coal mining, this has been offset to a large degree by the increased
efficiency
study.

effected through the proper application of methods and time

However, in most of the medium and small matalliferous operations

hardly any systematic study has been done, this largely from the feeling
that the cost of the study and personnel required would be excessive, in
addition to the fact, previously noted, that mining was thought to be
"different" from the manufacturing industries and, therefore, would not
be amenable to study.

In this study an attempt has been made to present,

in a clear and concise form, the various methods that may be utilized
by mine operators, in order to obtain a scientific approach to the problem.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Method study.
been that of

Perhaps the best definition of method study has

/1

Maynard and Stegemerten (1)--who defined it thus:

The technique that subjects each operation of a given piece of
work to close analysis in order to eliminate every unnecessary
operation and in order to approach the quickest and best method
of performing each necessary operation; it includes the standardization of equipment, method and working conditions; it trains
the operator to follow the standard method.
Time study.
best

Time study is that operation, which, when the standard

method known at the time of the study has been taught to the worker,

observes the time that he takes to perform that operation.

In order to

arrive at the time that an operator is allowed to take, skill, effort,
and working conditions should be taken into consideration.

Since the

1

Numbers in parentheses refer to items in the Bibliography at
the end of the paper.
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worker clearly cannot maintain the same pace throughout the shift, day
in and day out, various allowances are computed for fatigue, personal
and unavoidable delays that may occur.

When this final production-

standard-time allowed is obtained, it may be used for wage incentive
purposes.

4.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Much has been written on methods and time study beginning at the
end of the 19th century with F. W. Taylor and the Gilbreths.

However,

most of the literature has been devoted to the manufacturing industries.
Due to this relative scarcity of literature appertaining to mining operations, recourse had to be made to literature primarily devoted to manufacturing~

Modern scientific time study can be said to have originated with
Dr. F. W. Taylor when he was employed in the machine shop of the Midvale
Steel Company 1891 (2).

According to Taylor, time study consisted of

dividing a man's job into simple elementary movements; picking out all
worthless movements and discarding them; study, one after another just
how skilled workers performed each element and timing them with a stop
watch.

He then constructed a

one best way of performing the job, with

the time that it should take, together with due allowances for fatigue,
etc.

The study by which Taylor's riame · was made famous was the one on

shoveling that he performed in 1898 at the Bethlehem Steel Works (3).
By careful study of the operation and the material that had to be shoveled,
he devised shovels for each separate type of material and by constructing
the best way of shoveling he reduced the number of men required from 400600 down to 140.

A yearly saving of $78,000 resulted although the men

were receiving up to 60 per cent more wages than previously together
with far more rest periods to counteract fatigue.

5.

In the study of methods or motions performed during an operation
F. B. Gilbreth and his wife, L. B. Gilbreth can be said to have been the
pioneers.
Beginning in 1885 Gilbreth entered the employe of a building contractor.

With an inquisitive nature he soon began to take note of the

different motions that each bricklayer had in working and also the
different motions each bricklayer had dependent upon the speed at which
he wanted to work.

This led to Gilbreth investigating to find the one

best way of performing a given task.

So successful were his efforts that

he began to devote his time entirely to motion study investigations and
applications (4).
Frank B. Gilbreth's engineering background was greatly aided by
his wife's training as a psychologist when an understanding of the human
factor, in addition to knowledge of materials, tools and equipment, was
required.

Their work covered a wide field of study in building and con-

struction {5), fatigue (6), and monotony (7).

They originated the con-

cept of therbligs or basic divisions of accomplishments and also the use
of micromotion study, which, is the study of the therbligs by means of a
motion picture camera, and timing device.
In the manufacturing field the literature on methods and time
study has been greatly enlarged by the work of Lowry, Maynard, Stegemerten,
Barnes and Carroll, to name but a few.

One of Maynard's and Stegemerten's

main contributions has been their treatise on operation analysis methods
(8) which has been extensively used in the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company.

The authors have evolved various methods of

analyzing any problem dependent upon the degree of thoroughness required

6.
in the study.

This analysis is aided by a questioning attitude being

adopted toward each and every part of the operation; this being greatly
aided by the use of process charts, operation process charts, flow process
charts and the analysis sheet.

With these aids, the purpose of the oper-

ation, a complete list of all operations performed, inspection requirements, materials, material handling, setup and tool equipment, are all
carefully studied in order to arrive at the
operation.

best way of performing the

This "one best way" is not the "be all and end all," but a

one best way known at that time which is always susceptible to improvement.
Where the process analysis is primarily interested in the actual
performance of the operation, standardization according to Lowry, Maynard,
and Stegemerten (9) "aims not only to make operations alike for any part
on a given machine but also to make operations
similar machine anywhere in the plant."

alik~

for any part on any

Standardization has made great

gains with the aid of methods and time study in the design of products,
machine tools, equipment and working conditions.

When these have been

standardized, formulae (10} are more easily developed so that an accurate
standard can be obtained without taking an actual time study.

A compar-

atively small number of good representative time studies is sufficient
material, according to the authors, with which to make a formula that
will apply to the entire class of work.

Formulae for printing shop

work, typing and clarical work, etc. have been developed which are
applicable in those industries.
Forms used in industry for recording the actual stop watch readings
have tended to be too elaborate for mining operations where the frequency
of foreign elements is far more than in repetitive lathe work.

The forms

7.

illustrated by Lowry, Maynard and Stegemerten (ll) assume that foreign
elements occur very irregularly in a cycle so that little space is
allowed on the form for these elements and also that the cycle is of a
definite sequence which on most mining operations is not always possible.
On the question of rating the workman as regards skill and effort,
the above authors {12) have prepared an excellent questionnaire which
classifies skill and effort into poor, fair, average, good, excellent,
and super skill.

Numerical values have been designated to these ratings

together with values for conditions and consistency (13) in order to
arrive at an overall value, which, can be applied to the actual time
taken by

the workman.

This will result in a time that will enable an

average workman to perform the operation.

However, a workman cannot be

expected to perform the operation continuously, day in and day out,
without serious physical and mental harm resulting.

Various allowances

to cover personal, fatigue, and unavoidable delays have been evolved,
which, for fatigue, have ranged up to 301o (14) for handling 70 lb. containers from skid waist high to shoulder high stack.

For personal

allowances the usual in industry ranges from 2 per cent up to 5 per cent
(15).

The allowance percentages are totalled and applied to the normal

time for performing the operation, which results in the productionstandard-time for the operation.
In mining the first significant contribution on methods and time
study was the work of Harling (16) on shoveling operations.

At the

Phelps Dodge properties he found that in shoveling after six hours, only
65 per cent of the shoveling time was actually spent in shoveling and
that the average tonnage had dropped from 8 tons per hour at the beginning

8.
of the shoft to 4 tons per hour after 6 hours.

By a careful study of the

method used, equipment used, length of throw, etc., he materially increased productivity.

In another publication, Harling (17) recognized

that in mining " •.• although jobs are repeated daily there are unavoidable variations due to local conditions of ground; the shape, size and
conditions of headings and rock piles left after blasting and the varying
hazards which develop as a result of these."

Nevertheless, he is of the

opinion that a best method should be developed and instructions made up
on cards which should be easily understood by the worker.

J. K. Berry states that inefficiency in mines can be pinpointed
by time studies and will generally be due to either one of the following:
1.

Excessive delays

2.

Improper methods

3.

Incompetent labor

4.

Division of labor

5.

Inadequate equipment

6.

Inusfficient labor

7.

The operation requires a fixed time and can be done no faster.

Prior to timing the operation, it should be broken down, into its
various elements which, in the case of drilling, can follow the breakdown
prepared by Forrester and Fuller (19):
1.

Travel time

2.

Face preparation

3.

Drill preparation

4.

Drilling-productive elements

9.

5.

Drilling-non-productive elements

6.

Productive delays

7.

Non-productive delays

8.

Supply delays

9.

Maintenance delays

10.

Miscellaneous delays

11.

Idle time

In the study of a complete cycle where drilling is only one part
which has to be correlated with other operations, Anaconda (20) approaches
the problem as, for example, horizontal cut and fill stopping, as follows:
1.

Time study, including number of men employed, sequence, etc.

2.

Ground arch

any cycle is the most efficient when the maxi-

mum amount of excavation is obtained consistent with good
mining.
3.

Capacity of equipment

4.

Service

5.

Standardization of operations

Lockin (21) states that with the extremely variable conditions
met with in mining it is impractical to develop the ''best method" for
all conditions.

That which would be the best this week would not be

next week, etc.

For this reason he thinks that method study as a pre-

requisite to time standards may be of little value in mining, but its
application as a means of applying the principles of work economy are
still worthwhile.
In complete contrast to Lockin, North Broken Hill Ltd.,

(22) have,

by the aid of method and time study, calculated standard time values
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for all underground work.

The application of the standard values in

calculating performances as a measure of work output and performance
control being kept on about two-thirds of the underground employees.
The values are used to calculate contract prices; and anomalies in previous
prices have been adjusted on work values.
The main purpose of this paper is to attempt to produce a method
of approach to study problems, which may be used for a study program
ranging from the most intensive downwards.

ll.
CHAPTER III
METHOD STUDY

The method study begins with a careful primary analysis of existing
conditions.

The first factors to be considered are the production, length

of the operation, wages cost, and the computation of the yearly cost of
the operation.

This should enable the study department to determine

whether a study could be justified in possible savings effected.

If a

fairly detailed study is indicated, and the type of study determined,
process charts of the present method should be drawn up in order to present the operation as clearly as possible for study.

For each operation,

complete information concerning the purpose of the operation, quality of
work required, material and material handling, tools and equipment used
should be drawn up.
When all the available information has been gathered, a formal
exhaustive study is initiated in order to eliminate any waste or unnecessary movements.

The method resulting, if proved to be better than

the old, should be standardized and standard instructions given to the
workmen.

This is best done by issuing instruction sheets together with

verbal instructions, and a demonstration of the new method at the work
place.

The operator must be won over entirely and thoroughly trained in

the new method, prior to running a time study on him.
l •

TYPES OF METHOD STUDY

As previously stated, the savings effected as a result of a study,
must equal or exceed the cost of making the study if the expenditure is
to be justified from an economic standpoint.

Therefore, the problem of
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determining the kind and amount of study that could be justified must be
solved.

In the case of a mine, it should be decided how thorough a study

is needed in order to bring about the greatest possible return.

Prior to

actual work, all jobs should be classified into specific groups, such as
stoping, haulage, etc.

This would assist the methods engineer in drawing

up a general plan, which could then be presented to top management in
order to decide which groups and in what order they are to be studied.
These groups may be:
Stoping; Development; Haulage; Shaft Sinking; Hoisting; Tool and
supply distribution system; Ventilation conditions in the mine; Improvement and Standardization of all machinery; Ground Classification in order
to obtain the strength, hardness of the rocks; Maximum ground arch;
Nature of the orebody and the country rocks; Current methods being used
in the operation with all past performances and records being scrutinized;
Equipment and supplies throughout the mine; Improvements

and Standardization

of drilling.
According to Harling (23),

'~ethods

and time study is only a single

step towards the goal of better management, which in a large degree consists of and connotes a higher rate of production and decreased cost of
production and the entire elimination of waste of materials, resources,
and human and mechanical energy."
There are a large number of methods or combination of methods which
can be used dependent upon the thoroughness required.

Maynard and

Stegemerten (24) have drawn up six main types of study which can be
applied, ·a nd are as follows:

13.
A.

Written job analysis using one or more types of process charts
and analysis sheetso
Motion study, employing motion pictures.
Motion time study.
Standardization including motion picture training.
Time study.

B.

Written job analysis using analysis sheets.
Motion study by analysis and observation.
Standardization including written instructions.
Time study.

C.

Mental job analysis.
Standardization including verbal instructions.
Time study.

D.

Written job analysis of class of work using process and
analysis sheets for analysis of representative jobs.
Motion study of representative jobs, usually employing
motion pictures, to determine best methods.
Standardization including written instructions.
Time study.
Time fonnula.

E.

Mental job analysis during general survey of work.
Motion study by analysis and observation during general survey.
Standardization.
Time study.
Time formula.

F.

Standard data.

Groups A, B, and C are applied particularly to industrial jobs.
Types D and E are applied to classes of work composed of similar jobs
and Type F is applied to either individual jobs or classes of work when
quantities are very small.
In type A the operation' is thoroughly studied, every aspect being
considered minutely.

Operations considered in mining are of such a nature

that the cost of such a study would be excessive.

In addition,

the dis-

advantage of using motion pictures underground are obvious.
Type B does not include the use of motion pictures and process
charts.

The information required being obtained by means of the analysis

14.
sheet.

By careful study, waste motions and delays may be recognized and a

new method evolved.

Written instructions are made of the new method and

the worker trained thoroughly.

When familiar with the methods he is time

studied, in order to obtain a final time allowance.
The operation is quickly analyzed mentally in type C and arwobvious
improvements are pointed out to the operator and are put in effect at
once.

A time study is then run on the operation without delay.

This has

the advantage of no delay occurring between the commencement of the study
and obtaining a final time allowance.

However, many waste motions and

delays which are not obvious would be neglected, resulting in an inaccurate
standard.

For work done in small quantities it has an added benefit, for

the operation can be quickly put on an incentive basis.

The extent to

which methods can be improved are wholly dependent upon the experience
and ingenuity of the methods engineer and particularly on his knowledge
of and ability to apply the principles of motion study.
In some operations many time allowances must be established, time
formulae can be constructed which are used in types D and E in order to
simplify the study.

These formulae are based upon time study data and

consist of the data arranged in a form that is convenient for quick
interpretation and use.
For example, Harling (24) in his study of shoveling developed a
formula for computing the tonnage that should be loaded and trammed a
certain distance in a stated time.

He established the number of shovel-

fuls of material that an ordinary worker could shovel in a shift, the
per cent of actual time that was spent shoveling, and the time to tram
and dump one car or wheelbarrow for any distance.

With all this
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information readily available in graphical form, the tonnage would be:
L
X C X p
+ b)~-------~(_a____
2000

T

c

Where a

w

T

X

N

Total tonnage shoveled;

W =Weight of load on shovel, in pounds;
N

Number of shovels per minute, from graphs;

P

Per cent of time actually shoveling, from graphs;

L

Length of job in minutes;

a

Time to load one car or wheelbarrow;

b

Time to tram and dump one car or wheelbarrow, in
minutes, from graphs of time vs distance traveled;

C = Load in one car or wheelbarrow, in pounds.
What will be the total tonnage handled, using a 21 lb. shovel and
a wheelbarrow and tramming the ore 20 feet for a job 5 hours duration?
It is necessary first to find the time required to load one
wheelbarrow, or
a =

315
21

X

9.3

1.61

Then total tonnage handled:
300

1.61 + 0.56 X 315
2000

T

=

X

0.88

19.16 tons.

No formal study is carried out in type F, but merely the quick
application of some form of standard data for the purpose of setting a
time or a money allowance on a non-repetitive job.

The standard data
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may be obtained from a record of previous time studies or merely from
the observer's past experience of comparative operations.
The type of method study to be used on any particular operation
depends on so many points that a clear cut rule is not possible.

How-

ever, the following should be borne in mind:
A.

The longer the life of the operation the more thorough should

be the study.

For example, the operation of stoping will last the pro-

ductive life of a mine and should deserve a thorough study, while the replacing of a new sheave wheel would occur only very occasionally which,
from the time point of view, will not warrant a careful study.
B.

The labor content of the operation will also give an indi-

cation of the method.

Those jobs which have a very high labor content

will warrant more attention than those of low labor since in most modern
mining operations the total labor cost is approximately 65 per cent of
the total costs.
C.

If the job is highly .repetitive such as drilling cycles,

especially when combined with high labor content, and long life, a
thorough study would be justified.
2.

PROCESS CHARTS.
Process charts have been defined by the A.S.M.E. standards as

"a graphic representation of events and information pertaining thereto
occurring during a series of action or operations."

Originally, process

charts were introduced for industrial use by Frank B. Gilbreth, but
have now been used 'for many purposes such as the course of a sales order
through a sales organization, the operations of a concentrating mill
upon the ore, etc.

The infonnation included on these charts may include
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such facts as distance moved, operations performed, working and idle time,
necessary and unnecessary delays, cost, machines used in the operation
and other important data required.
These charts are invaluable in order to illustrate any operation
in the most simple and clear way possible.

Inefficiencies become so

apparent in the process that it is difficult to see how they could have
been overlooked.

The methods engineer finds that process charts are a

great help if the facts about the operations and proposed changes have
to be presented to top management.
The main types of process charts used are:
A.

Operation Process Charts.

An Operation Process chart, accord-

ing to Alford {26) is "a graphic representation of the point at which
materials are introduced into the process , and of the sequence of inspections and all operations except those involved in material handling.
It includes information considered desirable for analysis such as time
required and location."

This type of chart has not found much appli-

cation in the mining industry, although it could be of use in the machine
shop where a portion of the work is on a repetitive basis.
B.

Flow Process Charts.

Alford (27) defines a flow process chart

as "a graphic representation of the sequence of all operations, transportation, inspection, delays, and storage occurring during a process
or procedure, and includes information considered desirable for analysis
such as time required and distance moved."
a}

The material type presents the process in terms of the
events which occur to the materials.
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b)

The man type presents the process in terms of the actuates
of the man,

The charts use symbols, and a brief description to depict, in
sequence the productive operations, and the transportation, storage,
delay, and inspection elements {28}.

These symbols, as shown in Table I,

Table l
Process Symbols
Operation

()

Delay

D

Storage

\7

Inspection

D

have been largely standardized, are easy to remember and are an aid in
quickly interpreting the information shown by the flow chart.

They are

easily drawn freehand during actual observation of the operations; the
time taken for the operation and also the distance moved being recorded.
They are of particular use when studying a tramming system in development work, in open stoping operations, etc.

The flow process chart with

its simple construction can be used by other supervisory personnel, and
since most units of operation are of a relatively long time, any ordinary watch can be used.

The end result would be that the methods engineer

will have enlisted experienced allies, who will be able to spot bottlenecks from their own simple process charts which together with their
experience would be invaluable.
C.

Man and Machine Charts.

Where the operation process chart

and the flow process charts deal with the general operations such as
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stoping or haulage; the Man and Machine Charts deal with one specific
operation as charting driller and the drill.

In this type of operation,

the operator's time is not fully occupied during the operation cycle,
when the machine makes a cut under power feed, the driller stands by
with nothing to do until the end of the cut is reached.

In the interest

of effective production, this idle time should be utilized.
This idle time can be accurately determined by means of the
and Machine Chart.

Man

The elements of the operation are listed in a vertical

colUmn on the left hand side; then in parallel vertical columns, the time
the man works, and the time the machine works are indicated.

The time

may be drawn to scale if so desired, this aiding the clarity of the
presentation.

With careful study and a questioning attitude the idle

time may be utilized, for example, by using a two drill jumbo for the
operation.
D.

Man and Helper Charts.

These are similar in construction and

purpose to the man and machine charts, but in this case illustrate the
various operations and idle time of the two workers.
E.

Single Operator Charts.

These are often called the right and

left hand charts and have a similar purpose to the first two types.

One

column shows what the left hand is doing and the other shows what the
right hand is doing at the same time, throughout the operation.
F.

Combination Charts.

Various combinations of the above may

be used such as two single operators and one helper drilling in a drift
with two jackhammers.
G.

Micromotion {Sirno) Charts.

Micromotion studies are made by

taking motion pictures of the operation and analyzing the elemental
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motions from the resulting film.

As the film is a record of the actual

performance of individuals doing work, by running the film at the proper
speed stop watch studies may be made directly from the film (29).

A

clock known as a microchronometer is used, which is placed within range
of the picture.

A "simo" chart is drawn up from the analysis, the purpose

of which is to present the work elements of the two hands, plus that of
body movements when they are involved side by side to a common scale.
It is a rather impractical and expensive method for underground operations
not only due to the expense but also the cumbersome equipment and lighting
required and hence is not used.
3•

OPERATION ANALYSIS
Operation analysis consists principally of finding out all known

facts that affect a given operation (30).

This is a ·ccomplished by

adopting a questioning attitude toward the operation and examining minutely every detail connected with it.

In the hands of an experienced

methods engineer many unnoticed unnecessary elements can be detected
and eliminated.
Each step of the old procedure is questioned, prefixing the
question with the key words "what" "why'' "how" "who" "where" "when."
What is being done and why it is being done?
for doing the operation (31).

Sometimes there is no need

Rather than haphazardly asking questions,

a definite procedure should be followed in each case.

Morrow has pre-

pared a list of questions which are primarily for use in the manufacturing

industry but can be of inestimable value in the mining industry (32):
Operation Questionnaire:
l.

What is the purpose of the operation?
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Is the operation necessary? Why?
Would some other operation better serve the purpose?
Have changed conditions modified its importance?
Can it be eliminated by use of different material?
Can it be eliminated by improved tools?
Can it be eliminated by improved methods?
Can the design be changed to eliminate the operation?
Can it be partially eliminated?
Can it be divided into two or more short operations or
to eliminate hold-up operation in a progressive line?
Can it be combined with some other operation?
Can the sequence of the operation be improved?

Inspection Requirements Questionnaire:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

What finish is obtained on the work?
Is the grade of finish necessary? Why?
Can a cheaper finish be used and be suitable?
Can a better finish be obtained at the same cost?
Is inspection visual and by gages?
What are the tolerances?
Are these tolerances closer than necessary?
Should this work be gaged?
How frequent should the work be gaged?
How many pieces should be gaged at a time?
Are gages of correct type for this work?
Are gages in good condition?

Material Specification Questionnaire:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Kind and type of material?
Grade or quality?
Is the material best for the part?
Would cheaper material be as good?
Should better material be used?
Weight of part?
Stock defects, such as form, shape, finish?
Dimensions of material?
Size of material best for least waste?
Can scrap or waste be reduced in other ways?
Will any such changes affect the economy of previous
or subsequent operations?

Material and Work in Process Handling:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What is the nature of materials or parts handled?
What are the quantities handled?
Is the handling in units or containers?
Is the flow continuous or intermittent?
Does the material travel set the pace of operation?
What operations are performed while materials are moving?
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7.
8.
9.
10.

What distance do the items travel while under operation?
What kind of handling apparatus are used, cranes, hoists,
trucks, conveyers, etc.?
Can operations be combined to reduce material handling?
Can the operator deliver the part to the next operator, when
he disposes of it?

Machine and Auxiliary Equipment Questionnaire
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Can the work be done more economically by hand or machine?
If the work is done on a machine, what kind is used?
Is this the best kind of machine for the purpose?
If the machine hand operated or automatic?
Is the machine of correct size for the work?
Can the present machine be improved for the operation?
Is machine in first class condition?
Is the machine modern or out of date?
If the latter, would it be an advantage, economically
to have a modern machine?
Is the machine in its proper location with respect to
proceeding and succeeding operations?
Can operator handle one or more machines?
Is method of drive satisfactory?
What is the drive speed? Is this correct?
How often should machine be lubricated?
What lubrication is used? Is it the best type for the
purpose?
Is machine properly safeguarded?
Are gravity feed containers used to deliver work to the
point of operation?
Is drop delivery used for the finished article?

Tools, Jigs and Fixture Questionnaire
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

What tools are used?
Are these tools correct for the purpose?
Has the operator a sufficient number of tools?
What cutting speed is used? Feed?
What cutting speed should be used? Feed?
How frequently are tools ground, using proper feeds,
and speeds?
Are tools properly ground and set? By whom?
Can power screw drivers, wrenches and similar tools be used?
Is jig or fixture used? If n~t, could one be used?
Can jig or fixture be improved? How?
Is method of locking jig or fixture as quick and convenient
as possible?
Do all screws and wing nuts turn easily?
Is jig or fixture in first class condition?
Are stops used for locking jig or fixture?
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15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Should they be used?
How many pieces does jig or fixture hold?
Can this number be advantageously increased?
Is a cutting lubricant or coolant used? Kind?
Should a lubricant or coolant be used? Kind?
What volume of lubricant or coolant is used?
What volume or coolant should be used?
How many chips, scrap, waste, or dust removed?
Would a large volume of lubricant or coolant remove chips
automatically? How would it effect economy?
Is air blast used to remove chips?
Could air blast be used?

Preparation and Set-up Questionnaire
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

How does operator obtain his work, tools or supplies?
Are there delays at storeroom or toolroom?
In what quantities does he get his work?
Are these the proper quantities?
Could work be delivered to work place?
If work is delivered, is it in most convenient form for
operator to use?
How is finished work removed?
Is this the most economical method?
Does delivery method affect subsequent operation?
Does operator make his won set-up or are special set-up men
provided?

Work Place Layout Questionnaire:
l.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Is the work place laid out to conform to the principles
of motion economy?
Are tools pre-positioned?
Are materials properly located?
Is height of bench and machine proper for operator?
Should work operator be raised?
Can a chair or stool be used by operator?
If used, is chair or stool of proper height with
reference to work?
Are temperature, humidity and ventilation best for
employees and work?
Can comfort and voncenience of employee be increased? How?

By asking these questions, waste motion, unnecessary operations
and delays can be pointed out, and steps taken for their elimination.
When completed, a standard procedure is set up which is the best method
known at the time of the investigation.

It is to be remembered that
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this standard is not static, but dynamic, and can be changed when suggestions for improvement come from both operators and supervisory
personnel.

4.

STANDARDIZATION
A "standard" may be defined as "that which is set up as a form,

type, example, or combination of conditions accepted as correct (for
the time being); a criterion, established as a result of scientific investigations and representing the present stage of development of the
art"

(33).

Taylor

(34) repeatedly pointed out that "there can be no

standard or uniformity of accomplishment without standardization of all
conditions under which the work is done."

Unless the job is first

standardized, time and motion studies undertaken for the purpose of
establishing standards of performances are not likely to be justified
by results.
When the detailed operational analysis has yielded the best method
at the time of study and the method is written up, auxiliary operations
such as the material handling, etc., should also be standardized so that
no worker at any one time finds himself with no work.

The following

items, therefore, should be standardized in association with the methods:
A.

Equipment.

The worker should not be allowed to perform an

operation by hand that could be performed better or more economically
by a machine.

Such equipment should be the most efficient available,

but the capital outlay must be justified by economic returns.

A pre-

ventive maintenance scheme should be initiated so that all the tools and
equipment are regularly lubricated and periodically completely overhauled.
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One of the main causes of delays in operations are caused by machinery
breakdowns, so that if an efficient preventive maintenance scheme is in
operation breakdowns can be cut down appreciably.

The type of equipment

should be also standardized so that the interchangeability of parts is
possible and also an efficient supply of spare parts available without
the tie-up of a large amount of capital.

The equipment and tools should

be so situated that they are easily available when needed. l Ideally
there should be a small storeroom on each level where supplies needed
daily may be kept.

The store should be in the shift boss' charge.

Shovels, picks, etc., should be obtainable at the commencement of the
shift and returned afterwards.

This will not only save equipment from

being left in odd places but will preclude the waste of time so frequently
met with in searching for a piece of equipment or tools.
B.

Materials and Materials Handling.

All materials used in the

various operations should be studied in association with the stores and
cost accounting department.

This would ascertain the quantity, type,

and cost of the materials used in the past, and would also help when
determining the best type of material for any standard operation.

As

with equipment, materials should be standardized as far as economically
possible for the mine, which could not only reduce the capital tied up
in stores, but also help in the materials handling, which can be one of
the biggest bottlenecks in some underground properties.
A thorough study should be made of the materials handling to ascertain that the worker receives any materials that he may require with
no delays.

Certain designated periods for material handling in the

shaft usually is found to be the most efficient method, particularly in
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those properties where a large amount of timber is used.
C.

Instructions.

A standard manual should be drawn up from the

various process charts of the one best method.

This would be primarily

intended as an instructional and reference manual for both workers and
supervisors.

Once the worker has been instructed in the standard prac-

tices, management should always be vigilant to see that conditions surrounding the standard practice do not deviate.

In mines it is particu-

larly true that conditions do change some times from day to day.

However,

if management is aware of this change, the allowances can be varied
accordingly.
The instructions should be set out both simply and clearly, so
that they can be understood by the operating personnel.

Simple sketches

and diagrams should be used to illustrate the text as often as possible.
This instruction manual must be kept up to date with any changes that
are made in practice.

Anaconda {35) has recognized the need of standard-

ization and in stoping operations, standard layouts have helped to train
men easily.

Furthermore, if men have to be transported to other working

places, they know what to do without burdensome instructions from the
supervisor.
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CHAPTER IV
TIME STUDY

Thompson _(36) looked upon time study not only as a tool for the
timing of various standard operations, but as having:
•.. Still broader use which is insufficiently recognized. It is
a tool for development and operation of controls that enables
management to know what a standard days work is and to obtain
this standard from each machine and workplace. Thus a maximum
production is secured from a minimum of equipment and personnel.
The by-product of this is a highly productive and a highly paid
personnel.
In the past, top managements have had to rely on the opinion of
the foremen or other supervisors to establish labor complements and
expected outputs.

The opinion of these individuals must rest to a con-

siderable degree on mere tradition because rarely will they have had
either the time or the training to analyze all the operations under their
command and to determine the facts.

Fraser and Somerset (37) have fre-

quently discovered that labor utilizations in mines have been 50 per
cent of capacity or less.
When the standard method has been established, time studies should
be run in order to obtain the standard time for performing the operation.
The steps usually required in making stop-watch time studies are:

1•

CHCOSI NG THE OPERATOR

If there is only one person scheduled to undertake the task, there
will be no choice, however, it is difficult to choose an , operator from
a group of any ten drillers.

Various opinions have been expressed on this

subject, some saying the slowest, others the average.

It is felt though
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that a good skilled operator should be chosen since he would be able to
give suggestions and also to criticize the method that has been standardized.

A consideration of his skill would be taken into account in

leveling.

2.

APPROACH
A time study can be entirely disorganized by a wrong approach to

the worker.

The person taking the study should try to place himself in

the worker's part and ask himself what he would expect from the time
study man and how he would like to be treated.
Permission must be obtained from the immediate line supervisor
The University of Illinois Bulletin (38)

before the actual approach.

advises that "the employee should be approached with the idea of seeking
cooperation and should be made to feel at ease.
with a 'Mightier- than- thou- attitude'."

This cannot be done

If the operator grants

permission the reason for the study should be fully explained, and any
questions fully answered.

{If he refuses permission, he should be thanked

and another person approached.)
When the study has been completed, it should be shown to the
worker and any criticism or advice that he may offer be noted.
should be thanked for his assistance and cooperation.

He

All this may appear

superfluous, but it cannot be too strongly emphasized that the approach
to the worker is of prime importance to the success of the project.

3.

SUBDIVISION OF OPERATION
The standard method should be divided into operation elements
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which will be timed.
'~eing

Alford {39). describes an operation element as,

a series of motions which when combined, make up one element in

the performance of an operation that can be definitely recognized, described, and recorded."

The transition point between elements should

be noted so that no overlap in timing them occurs, such as in loading
operations the digging element would start precisely at that point when
the shovel first makes contact with the broken rock.

The elements may

be separated into:
A.

Repetitive elements which are those that occur regularly

throughout the operating cycle.
B.

Occasional elements which occur with variable frequency during

an operation.

They must not occur in every cycle.

A note should be

made as to the cause and nature of these elements so that an allowance,
.if any, can be assigned during standard time computation.
The repetitive and occasional elements may be further subdivided
into productive and non-productive elements.
4.

STOP-WATCH READINGS

Equipment necessary for the time study includes:
A.

Plain decimal stop7 watch.

Two types may be used, one with

the large hand revolving once per minute and the decimal hour type which
reads in decimal part of an hour.

For short time elements the former is

preferable, while for constructing process charts in which elements are
of long duration, the decimal hour type is preferable.
B.

Time study board, equipped with stop-watch holders and clamps

for holding the observation sheets.

A plastic cover is recommended
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for wet conditions.

c.

Pencil.

D.

Slide rule.

E.

Tape.

F.

Chalk.

G.

Observation sheets.

The actual timing of the operative elements may be done by one of
three principle methods:
A.

Continuous.

In this method the watch is allowed to run con-

tinuously and the time at the end of each element recorded on the observation sheet.

Since only the cumulative readings are recorded during

the study, individual values must be calculated in the office.

However,

this method has the greatest advantage of being able to account for all
the time of the study, eliminating the overlooking of delays.
B.

Snap back.

----

At the end of each element the watch is read and

snapped back to zero, hence the time for that particular element is read
directly and recorded.

This absence of any subsequent calculations is

the main advantage over the continuous method.

Alford (4) reported, how-

ever, that the snap back method has been generally opposed by workers in
the manufacturing industry and has not been generally used.

If the

elements are relatively long though, the method may be used successfully.
C.

Repetitive.

Two watches are required here, which are connected

by lever mechanism so that when one watch starts, the other is automatically
stopped.

This is an accurate method since both direct results are ac-

quired and all time is accounted for.
method.

However, it is rather an expensive
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These times are noted as illustrated in the specimen study chart,
Figure 1, the continuous method being used in this instance.

The number

of cycles to be timed usually varies with the length of the cycle, the
number of operational elements in the cycle, the possibility of variations
in each cycle, and the reliability of the operator's performance.

Alford

(41) recommends for short cycles of under one minute, ten cycles.

In

mining,' the number will have to depend more upon the individual's feeling
of adequacy as to the number of irregularities met with in the cycle and
their frequency.
For the determination of the base times of the readings, there
are four main methods:
A.

Average.

Consists of taking the arithmetical average of the

data for each element.
B.

Modal.

for the elements.

This being the most popular method used.

Consists of taking the time that recurs most frequently
High and low values will have less effect upon the

selected time by this method.
C.

"Good Time."

Barnes ,(42) defined this term as "consisting of

selecting a representative time value even though it is not the one that
occurs most.

This gives the time study man some leeway to use his judg-

ment as to the best time.

Sometimes a time that occurs with reasonable

frequency will be more applicable than the most frequent."

D.

Minimum.

This is the lowest time value for the element

occurring in the study.

It is claimed by some to be more applicable in

constructing a standard but is the least frequently used method of the
four (43).
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5•

OVERALL TTME

The starting and stopping time of the study should be noted so
that a check will be made on the accuracy of the sum of the stop-watch
readings will check when drawing up summary sheets of the study.

6.

INFORMATION

The methods and all other details should be written on the observation sheet in such a way that it can be easily reproduced at any future
time.

Details should include:
A.

General information about the job.

B.

Work place conditions.

C.

The conditions and environment surrounding the work place -

temperature, humidity, ventilation, roof conditions, etc.
D.

The method used by the operator.

E.

Equipment used, including name of model, age, last date

lubricated, etc.

F.

A sketch of the work place should be drawn with distances

marked.

7.

SUBTRAcriONS

When the continuous method fo stop watch readings is used, the individual time for each element must be calculated.

The sum total of these

times must equal the length of time of the actual study.

8.

RATINGS
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This is the most difficult task facing the time study man, a task
whose best teacher is experience.

Rating according to the society for

the Advancement of Management Committee on rating of Time Studies (44),
is defined as "that process during which the time study man compares
the performance of the operator under observation with the observer's
own concept of normal performance."
But what is normal?

In a large mine with more than one time

study official, this concept might differ and the result would be uneven standards.

At the Hollinger mine (45) all time study personnel

are trained to recognize normality as being represented in the followinng
way:
A.

Walking on the level at the rate of 3 m.p.h. (46}.

B.

Dealing a standard deck of 52 cards into four equal parts

in 0.50 minutes, using a standard method (47).
S. M. Lowry, H. B. Maynard, G. I. Stegemerten (48) have described
a method used by Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company for
performance rating by which the operator is judged on four different
counts - skill, effort, conditions and consistency.
It is frequently seen that, when two workers are working on the
same job, although they both seem to be putting forth
one produces more than the other.
skill and ability.

It

the same effort,

This is due to the difference in

is rather hard to pin down a person's skill

with accuracy, but Lowry, Maynard and Stegemerten (49) have devised a
yardstick ranging from poor to superskill primarily for use in workshops
but which may be used in mines in order to rate a person with regard to
skill:
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Poor Skill
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

New man or misfit
Uncertain of proper sequence of operation
Unfamiliar with the work
Hesitates between operation
Makes many errors
Movements clumsy and awkward
Does not coordinate mind and hands
Lacks self-confidence
Cannot use drawing well
Unable to think for himself

Fair Skill
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Misfit on job for long time
Comparatively new man
Follows proper sequence of operation without much hesitancy
Somewhat clumsy and uncertain but knows what he is doing
Fairly familiar with equipment and surroundings
Plans ahead to some extent
Lacks full self-confidence
Loses time due to own blunders
Can read drawings fairly well
Gets same output with less efforts than poor man.

Average Skill
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Works with reasonable accuracy
Has self-confidence
Is proficient at the work
Follows a set procedure regularly
Understands his tools and equipment
Plans ahead
Coordinates hands and mind
Reads drawings well
A little slow in motions
Turns out satisfactory work

Good Skill
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Niticeably b~tter than ordinary run of men
Markedly intelligent
Possesses good reasoning ability
Responds readily to suggestions
Needs little supervision
Uses machine tools to good advantage
Fairly quick in motions
Works correctly to specifications
Can instruct others less skilled
Possesses originality
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Excellent Skill
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Precision of action
Shows speed and smoothness in performance
Thoroughly familiar with work
Makes no mistakes
Works accurately with little measuring or checking
Operates his machine and tools to best advantage
Can think out best methods for doing work
Makes speed without sacrificing quality
Has full self confidence
Designs labor saving tools

Super Skill
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The operator of excellent skill perfected
Has been at work for years
Naturally suited to the work
Works like a machine
Motions so quick and smooth they are hard to follow
Does not seem to have to think about what he is doing
Knows and uses all best methods and short cuts
Conspicuously the best worker of all

Similarly in effort, they (50) have constructed the charateristics
of effort, although here the amount of effort which the worker will put
in on his job while being studied depends largely upon his attitude
toward time study and the time study man.

Frequently he will adopt a

rathe r antagonistic attitude, however, this can be prevented by a
studied preliminary approach to the worker t o get his cooperation in
the project.

The characteristics of the different classes may be sum-

marized thu s :
Poor Effort
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Obviously kills time
Makes unnecessary trips for tools and supplies
Makes two motions where one would do
Fails to work systematically
Has poor set-up or arrangement of work '
Lacks interest in work
Does work more accurately than necessary
Resents suggestions
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9.
10.

Purposely uses wrong or poor tools
Works slowly and appears lazy

Fair Effort
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Some general tendencies but of lessenes intensity
Accepts suggestions grudgingly
Fairly systematic but does not always follow sequence
Still somewhat too accurate
Makes job unduly hard
Loses conficence in the ti~e study man
Possibly affected by late hours, dissipation and mental worries
Does not use best tools
Seems purposely somewhat ignorant of the work at hand
Puts some energy into his work.

Average Effort
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Better than fair; or poorer than good
Has good set-up
Works steadily
Plans ahead
Somewhat doubts the fairness of the time study man
Works with good system
Reduces lost motion
Accepts suggestions but makes none
Seems to hold back his best efforts

Good Effort
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Little or no lost time
Takes an interest in the work
Takes no notice of the time study man
Works at best pace suited for endurance
Follows a set sequence
Conscientious about his work
Has faith in time study man
Encourages advice and suggestions and makes suggestions
Well prepared for job and has work place in good order
Steady and reliable

Excellent Effort
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Works fast
Uses head as well as hands
Takes keen interest in work
Received and makes suggestions
Reduces false motions to a minimum
Works systematically to best of his ability
Has utmost confidence in time study man
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8.
9.
10.

Cannot keep up effort more than a few days
Endeavors to show superiority
Has best equipment and methods available

Killing Effort
1.
2.

Extends himself to pace impossible to maintain steady
Best efforts from every standpoint but that of health

In killing effort the worker may be trying to show off to the
time study man or is nervous and puts on that effort in fear of reprobation.

A few calming words should be spoken to get him down to his

more normal pace.
These together with conditions and consistency have been given
numberical values which correspond to the various classescnd a table
constructed as illustrated by Table

2.

This table being consulted in

order to obtain the four ratings which the time study man thinks applies
to

that particular worker or operation.
The sum of these factors are added for each operation element and

then added to 1.0 to arrive at the total performance rating on that
element.

This rating or leveling factor may be converted to a percentage

by multiplying by 100.

The factor may, however, be added to the sum of

the operation elements, although it is recommended to use each separate
element so that they can be recorded for future reference.
The "normal" time for the element or cycle is then obtained thus:
"Normal" Time = Best Time x per cent rating
100
For example, if the operator of a rocker shovel is judged to be
B 2 in skill, C l for effort, E for conditions and 0 for consistency,
then leveling factor: 1.00 + 0.08 + 0.05 - 0.03 + 0.00 = 1.10
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Table 2
Performance Ratin2 Table
(From Time and Motion Study, by S. M. Lowry,
H. B. Maynard and G. ]. St egemert en. )
EFFORT

SKILL
+0.15

Al

+0.13

Al

+0.12

A2

+0.10

Bl

+0.08

B2

+0.05

Cl

Excessive

Superskill
+0 .13

A2

+0.11

Bl

Excellent

Excellent
+0.08

B2

+0 .06

Cl

Good

Good
+0 .03
0.00
-0.05

+0.02

C2
Average

D

El

o.oo

D

-0.04

El

-0.08

E2

-0.12

Fl

-0.17

F2

Fair-

Fair
-0.10

E2

-0.16

Fl

Poor

Poor
-0.22

F2

Average

CONDITIONS

CONSISTENCY

+0.06

A

Ideal

+0.04

A

Perfect

+0 .04

B

Excellent

+0.03

B

Excellent

+0.02

c

Good

+0.01

c

Good

-00.00

D

Average

-0.00

D

Average

-0.03

E

Fair

-0.02

E

Fair

-0.07

F

Poor

-0.04

F

Poor

~ -----
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If in the total cycle of one loading he takes 4 minutes, "normal"
time would be:
"Normal" time

4 minutes x 110
100

4.4 minutes.

To this "normal" time, however, various allowances must be added
before arriving at a standard production time.

9.

ALLOWANCES

An allowance is that time which is added to the normal time for
doing an operation to care for items which require the worker's time and
are not included in the standard method.

The determination of these

allowances is one of the hardest tasks for the time study man.

The

necessity for these allowances will only be too apparent in that the
worker cannot be expected to work at the "normal" time all day long, day
in and day out.

Great care must be taken in determining these, also

a consistent basis should be instituted so that no tight or slack standards result.
Allowances should be provided for:
and C. Unavoidable Delays;
A.

A.

Personal; B. Fatigue;

t~1s:

Personal Allowance.

The time required for personal needs

such as drink or toilet will vary with the conditions, hot humid conditions requiring a proportionately longer time.

A figure of two to

five per cent is used in industry but for mines will be relatively
larger.
B.

Fatigue Allowance.

Fatigue has several different meanings,

depending upon the point of view that is taken in considering the subject.
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Barner {51) has divided the subject thus:
1.
2.
3.

A feeling of tiredness.
A physiological change in the body. The nerves and muscles
fail to function as well, or as fast as is normal due to
chemical changes in the body resulting from work.
A diminished capacity for doing work.

Rest is

a physical

necessity during heavy work and whether it is

officially allowed or not the worker will take it.

Taylor (52), in his

classic experiment of handling pig iron increased the output from twelve
and one-half tons to forty-seven tons per day.

This was achieved by

requiring the workmen to rest 57 per cent of the time and work only 43
per cent of the time.

Modern management has found that not only do they

obtain extra output, but also better labor relations result when rest
periods are allowed in proportion to the job.
The allowances in mines will not only depend on the job but also
on the underground conditions, such as heat,

humidity~

and working place.

For example, placing wedges in any stope is not heavy work, but driving
wedges home in a hot, narrow and flat stope, with a heavy mallet is one
of the hardest jobs in mining (53).

Barnes (54) has compiled a list of

fatigue allowances used by a company with many handling and hand truck
operations:
Walking on level unobstructed
Handling 20 lb. containers from waist high slide to skid
Walking on level carrying 25 lbs.
Handling 50 lb containers from waist high slide to skid
Walking on level carrying 75 lb load on shoulder
Handling 70 lb. containers from skid waist high to
should high stack

101o
14%
15%
21%
25%
301o

The time study man must determine the allowance for the particular job being studied, and this should be filed for future

referenc ~~ .
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Frazer and Somerset (55) report an allowance of 301o to West African native
miners when tramming full ore cars in a breast stope to a central raise
under very hot conditions.

These allowances must be consistent and a

mine may construct tables and nomographs from which allowances can be
obtained after consideration of all limiting conditions.
C.

Unavoidable Delays.

Those delays which are avoidable on the

operator's part do not get an allowance; unavoidable delays such as
interruption by supervisors, adjustments to machines, broken steel in
drill holes, do get an allowance.

The exact allowance can be obtained

with a fair degree of accuracy after a period of time.

One cannot de-

termine the exact time per day but over a specific period, the number
of stuck steels, for example, will be fairly constant.
All time allowances will be added for a specific set of conditions
and applied to the "normal• time in order to arrive at the the production standard time for the operation, thus:

Setting

~

Chocks in

Normal time

~

Flat Stope
200 Min.

Personal allowance
Fatigue
Unavoidable delay
Total allowance
Production - Standard time allowed

200

X

125
100

250 minutes
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TIME ANALYSIS OF A DRIFTING OPERATION
1.

INTRODUCTION
In order to prove the practical application of Time Study, per-

mission was obtained from the St. Joseph Lead Company to visit their
Bonne Terre mining operations in the Lead Belt district of Southeast
Missouri.

Seven complete shifts were studied with a two man drifting

crew in a 9 x 12 development drift.

A drift was chosen since, in addi-

tion to being a fairly repetitive operation, it was thought most likely
to yield information in a time study.

2.

LOCATION
The "Lead Belt" as the district is known locally is situated in

Southeast Missouri about 70 miles south of St. Louis.

The first recorded

mining operation was about 1720 at Mine La Motte in Madison County on
surface showings of lead ore.

Discoveries at Bonne Terre led to exten-

sive prospecting and underground mining.

Since that time, the district

has yielded over 8 million tons of pig lead, valued at more than $1 Billion.

3.

GEOLOGY
Much has been written on the geology of the Lead Belt by Ohle and

Brown (56), and Tarr (57).

The orebodies occur as disseminations of

lead sulphides through the Bonneterre Dolomite.

The Bonneterre forma-

tion is believed to have been deposited in a shallow water environment,
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Probably much like that of the shallow marine banks of the Bahamas region
of the present day (58).

Depths range from the present surface to about

700 ft. and the ore deposition has apparently been controlled by the
fracture patterns of the district, resulting in horizontal, irregular,
disconnected ore bodies.

While a few stopes have mined out 200 ft.

vertically, the average thickness is about 10 ft.
The ore in general is not abrasive and averages 11 cu. ft. per
ton in place.
4..

PROSPECI'ING AND DEVELOPMENT

Surface diamond drilling partially outlines the various orebodies.
These holes being drilled as close as 60 ft. centers in the case of relatively small orebodies.

Diamond drilling is also carried out under-

ground together with long (22 ft.) jackhammer holes.
When developing an orebody, a drift is driven to the lowest elevation of the body. When the drift is about 50 ft. inside the orebody,
it is slabbed to a width of 20 ft. for a distance of 100 - 150 ft. back
from the face which is then used as a loading loop.

The face of the

drift is then opened up for mining.

5.

MINING PRACTICE

The room and pillar system is used with pillar diameters of 10-50
ft. spaced from 18 - 40 ft. apart, with an average of 25 ft. measured
between perimeters.

If mining operations are being carried out above or

below the level, the pillars are so situated that if mining breaks through
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to the upper or lower
pillar.
fill.
is weak.

levels~

the pillars will match to form one vertical

As a rule the backs stand well, requiring neither timbering nor
Four inch channel irons are pinned over any pillars where the back
Extensive pillarroping is also carried out in areas where the

pillars are taking an excessive load.
The stope face is advanced by single or multiple three-hole slab
setting as a single breast for heights up to 10 ft.

Above this height,

the upper portion is advanced ahead of the lowest portion or bluff.
Lifter holes are used to mine out this bluff.
In addition to a fixed minimum wage the miners receive a bonus
on the tonnage broken per week.

Each ton broken has a fixed rate, such

rate being dependent upon the height of ground, pillar spacing, and
whether it is back, bottom or breast.

The bonus received will be the

amount less the cost of powder, caps and fuse and wages (at a fixed arbitrary rate).

Drillers perform the operations of mining loose rock,

drilling and blasting.
Drilling equipment illustrated in Figure 2, consists of column
mounted Cleveland HC 10 wet 45-lb. drifter with a pneumatic feed, and
7/8 inch hexagonal steel with detachable bits.

All broken ore is loaded

mechanically.

6.

LOADING PRAGriCE

With the present day high labor cost and low metal prices it has
been necessary for St. Joseph Lead Company to mechanize both their loading
and haulage systems to a very high degree.
For loading, many types of equipment have been used.

Since 1923
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Figure 2.

Cleveland HC - 10 Drill.

Figure 3. Electric Gathering Locamotive.
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the St. Joe Shovel has borne the brunt of the loading together with the
Conway Belt Type Shovel, Eimcos and scrapers.
In development and in stopes, electric shuttle cars have been of
incalculable value in carrying the ore to a central raise or haulageway.
In development they are used in conjunction with an Eimco electric shovel,
whereas in stopes they are used with the St. Joe Shovel.
Large underground trolley locomotives are used for haulage to
central shafts, replacing the earlier system of several shafts.

The

standard locomotive used for gathering, which is illustrated by Figure

3, and main line haulage is either 13 or 15 tons, has two 90-H.P., 250
volt D.C. motors with 1/3 H.P. blowers, and a controller with both series
and parallel.

Brakes are hydraulic, dynamic and hand.

Sixty to seventy

pound rails of 24 in. gauge laid on creosoted ties and tie places are
used in main haulageways.

Rail joints on the main line have brazed

copper bonds.
Mine cars presently used, come in three sizes, 2, 2.7, and 14-ton
capacity.

At Bonne Terre, all cars are of the 2.7-ton capacity, and have

swivel couplings allowing them to be emptied by a rotary dump without
uncoupling.

The rotary dump holds three cars.

They are electrically

operated and rotate the cars through 135 degrees and return them to the
upright position.
At Indian Creek mine, trackless haulage is practiced using ten-ton
capacity diesel trucks.
mines.

This trend seems to be developing for the newer

The Viburnum mines near Viburnum, Missouri, are also being

planned for trackless work.
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DRIFT PRACTICE

The first work performed in the usual cycle followed during an
eight hoar shift worked by a two man crew consists of cleaning the rock
broken by the preceding shift.

This is accomplished using an Eimco 630

Electric Shovel for loading and a Jeffery MT-65C 7i-ton shuttle car..

In

the drift studied, 44B-798 on the accompanying plan (Figure 4), the
shuttle c;:ars haul the broken rock to rail cars at point T or, if no cars
are a.vailable 1 to a. dumping site situated on a bluff at point D.

When

rail cars are used the Eimco operator also returns and maneuvers the
train for the shuttle car to discharge.

Usually three rail cars will

take one complete load from a shuttle car.
The train is hauled away after every other shuttle car load and
six empty cars are brought back.

The loaded cars are stored on a. branch

line to be picked up by a main line locomot-ive; empties being also stored
m a branch line for the use of the drift crew.

When the shuttle car is

discharging at the dumping site, the shovel operator stays with his machine clearing back the side of the drift or simply waiting for the car's
return.

The broken rock amounts to about 40 to 50 tons per round in a

9 x 12 drift, and usually takes about seven shuttle car loads to clean
out.
The operators carry forward their drilling equipment after completely cleaning out the face.

Drilling equipment consists of two

Cleveland HC-10 wet 45-lb. drifter, mounted on a 30-inch pneumatic feed
which is clamped to a single screw column made of 2 inch standard pipe.
Drill steel is 7/8-inch hexaqonal with 1 x 4:-J-inch shanks and is supplied
in v,a ryiatJ l•ngths for ahanqes • . Four steels are usually used and are
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32, 62, 92, and 104 inches in length.

Bits are detachable with starters

of 1 3/8 inches and a reduction of 1/16 inches for each charge.
Each man sets up his own column about five feet from the face and
about two feet from the side of the drift.
pattern being

illustrated by Figure 5.

drilling 15 holes from his set up.

Bi

ft. and the other holes

7i

A pyramid cut is used, the

This necessitates each man

The six center cut holes are drilled

ft. deep, which gives a break of between

4i and 6 ft. per round.
When drilling has been completed, about 70-90 lbs. of Gelex No. 2
is used for charging up, using electric blasting caps with six different
delays.

Following clearing up and connecting the round to the main cable,

the crew retreats for

the blast.

If the drift is being carried at a down dip, a pump is always
carried for removing any water that accumulates at the face.

Usually

a LaBour Pump is used but if the suction line gets too long, a Whizz
compressed air pump is used.
for carrying the pump.

The men earn an extra 50p per foot advance

They are paid a guaranteed base wage plus a

bonus per foot of advance with deductions for certain charges on labor,
powder, fuse, caps, and sometimes, for blasting wire.

8.

TIME STUDY PROCEDURE

The drifting operation described above was selected for the time
study.

The time at which each man in the crew completes an operation

was recorded on the study chart together with a note of that activity.
The drifting operation during a work shift is broken down into
its constituent elements which are further broken down as required.
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Definitions of the elements are as follows:
1.

Travel Time.

The time utilized by the man journeying between

the shaft collar and the work place when going on and off shift.
2.

Mucking Timea

The time consumed in cleaning out the rock

broken by the preceding shift, using an Eimco 630 Electric Shovel and
a Jeffrey Electric Shuttle car.

The car transports the rock to a

dumping site or to 2.7-ton capacity rail cars.
"Travel Shovel" - Time spent by the shovel in traveling forward as far as the broken rock and retreating when the end is cleaned out.
"Clear Drift" - Since a pyramid cut is used, the broken rock
extends down the drift for a distance of.about 120 ft., so that the
shoveL spends some time in clearing the scattered rock before getting to
the real rock pile.
"Bar Down• - The shovel operator inspects the back and bars
down any loose before loading operations commence.
"Cables" - The electric cables for both shovel and car are
placed along the side of the drift to prevent any damage.
"Loading" - The time actually spent in loading the shuttle
car necessitating the presence of both operators, one on the shovel and
the other operator regulates the conveyor on the shuttle car.
"TE" - Traveling empty, the time spent by the shuttle car in
proceeding to the shovel after discharge.
''TL" - Traveling loaded, the time spent by the shuttle car in
proceeding from the shovel, after being loaded, to the point of discharge.
"Discharge" - Time spent in discharging the contents of the
shuttle car on to the rail cars or at the dumping site.
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"Un T." - Unloading train, being the time consumed by both
operators in taking a full train into the main haulage and returning with
empties.
"True C.C." - Time spent by the shovel operator in either
waiting for the return of the shuttle car if it is discharging on the
dumping site, or the time spent in helping the shuttle operator unload
the rail car by maneuvering the train.
"Bring Train" - The shovel operator has to bring the train
to the point of shuttle car discharge.
3.

Mucking Time, Non-Productive Delays.

during the cycle time

may be taken up by delays that are neither productive nor essential and
may be due to either bad maintenance or layout.
"Derail" - Derailment of cars due to condition of track.
"Slope" - Due to excessive slope, time is consumed in negotiating it when the train is full.
"Clean Track" - Cleaning spillage off the track.
''Man Shuttle" - Maneuvering the shuttle car at place of
discharge, in order to get it at right angle to the track.
4.

Mucking Time, Delays Mechanical.

Time utilized in repairing

any damage to machinery used.
"DML" - Delay Mechanical, Loader, time consumed in removing
stones from the shovel or adjustments.
"DMS" - Delay Mechanical, Shuttle, any mechanical failure in
the shuttle car.
'~

- Delay Mechanical, Train, any failure in the locomotive

due to burned resistance, cables, etc.
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5.

Face Preparation and Column Setup.

Time consumed in erecting

the columns, placing the machine on the column, bringing air and water
hoses up to the machine, and the drill steels.

This time extends up to

the moment when the driller is ready to drill his first hole.
6.

Drilling, Productive Elements.

The time consumed by drilling

operations which are essential to the actual drilling of each and every
hole.
'~rillinif'

- Time consumed by the drills in actual drilling

the hole.
7.

Drilling, non-productive Elements.

That time utilized in those

occupations which are necessary to the drilling procedure but, which within themselves do not result in a deepening of the hole.
"Steel Change" - As three or four steels are used in the completion of one hole, time is consumed in changing the steels.
"Position Change" - The time utilized in loosening the machine
on the column and adjusting it ready for the next hole.
"Column Change" - In a slabbing round the column has to be
torn down and re-erected further along the face.
"Alignment" - Time consumed when the two drillers align their
machines for the center cut holes in the round.
"Collar" - Time taken to start the hole when the bit does not
engage the rock at right angles, sometimes necessitates repositioning
of the hole.
8.

Drilling, Non-Productive Delays.

are neither productive nor essential.

Time taken by delays that
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"Broken Steel" - Time consumed in replacing a broken steel
in the hole.
"Stuck Steel" - Time spent on loosening a steel that is stuck
in the hole.
9.

Drilling, Maintenance Delays.

Time spent in maintaining the

drilling equipment in working order.
"Oiling" -Oiling the machine and arms.
10.

Clear

QE.

Time consumed in dismantling and storing in a safe

place away from the effects of the blast, the drills, columns air and
water hoses, etc.
ll.

Charging.

Time spent in bringing the powder from the storage

point, charging and wiring up the round.
"Bring Powder" - Since powder cannot be stored at the face,
time is consumed in walking back to the storage point and carrying it
to the face, sometimes necessitates going to the main level for it.
"Charge Up" - Time consumed in charging the holes, wiring the
holes and connecting to the main cable.
12.

Water.

Since the drift is carried at a slight slope toward

the face, water tends to collect at the face necessitating pumping.
"Delay Pumps" - Time consumed in carrying the suction hose
from the pump to the face and any delay occurring for maintenance.
13.

Personal Needs.
'~est"

Time consumed by the operator to eat and rest.

- Time reqliired to overcome fatigue.

"Eat" - Time spent usually at the end of the loading cycle to
have lunch.
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14.

Supervision.

Time spent for receiving instructions, etc.,

from the shift Boss or Mine Captain.
15.

Miscellaneous Delays.

Time consumed by infrequent unpredict-

able delays.
''Wait" - If one driller finishes before the other, he has to
wait before charging operations can be commenced.
''Main Pipe Line" - Time consumed in advancing the main air
and water lines.
"Excess Water" - Occasionally excessive water collects at
the face during loading or drilling, necessitating the abandonment of
the face for a time.
'~andling

Supplies" - Time consumed in carrying new drill

steels, etc., to the storage point from the train.
"Grade Lines" - When new grade lines are being installed one
of the drillers uses his drill for the operation.

8•

TIME STUDY ANALYSIS

In Table 3 the actual times recorded are shown for each day.

The

effect of these times are averaged in order to obtain the average time
per shift devoted to the occupations.

Time distribtuion charts are

presented in Figures 6, 7, and 8 of the whole cycle, the mucking and the
drilling operations respectively.

In the following pages an attempt has

been made to study each element operationally in order to evaluate its
importance to the cycle as a whole.
As a result of this study the following facts were noted:
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TABIE 3

Summary of T~e Distribution •
All times in minutes and seconds.

r-t

.~! {

1959

10

16

17

18

22

23

L.D.

R.D.

61-15
61-15

52-20
52-20

47-57
47-57

49-40
49-40

42-25
41-30

40-20
39-45

52-30
52-45 691-39

Travel
Shovel

L.D.

03-35

07-15

06-15

06-55

09-13

04-00

12-35

49-48

07-07

0-84

Clear
Drift

L.D. 06-10

04-40

02-00

01-45

07--40

05-25

22-30

50-10 07-10

0-85

L.D.

07-10
07-10

39-10 03-35

0-66

68-00 09-43

1.15

June

Bar
Down
Cables

R.n.
L.D.

Loading
Cl>

.~

12-25
12-25

02-25
09-05

05-10

00-50

L.D. 43-00
R.D. 43-00

37-35
37-35

R.D.

25

Total.

Average Percent.
per
shift.
98-48 11.67 11.67

01-55
01-25

07-55
08-35

03-40
09-20

07-35
10-05

33-10
33-10

48-25
48-25

49-55
49-55

43-52
43-52

33-11
33-11

578-16

82-37

9.74

T.E.

R,D.

13-35

8-55

6-20

7-08

9-36

10-56

11-32

68-02

09-43

1.15

~

T.L.

R.D.

11-55

12-10

10-10

14-25

8-72

10-48

12-58

81-38 11-39

1.38

~

Discharge L.D.

R.D. 11-15

16-20

03-10
20-50

25-22

18-23

21-14

17-14 133-48 19-09

2.26

L.D.
R.D.

28-50
26-35

72-15
72-15

41-20
36-55

41-35
42-55

27-15
17-15

407-10

6.87
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.~
0

N

Un T.
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TABLE 3

June
b.O

s:l
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~~

:iE-t

•

Continued.

10

16

17

18

22

23

33-5 0

32-40

31-40

33-10

32-43

38-83

03-45
02-25

01-35

01-25

03-05
03-05

Total.

37-49 240-25

Average
per
shift.
34- 21

4e0i ·

04-00

19-20

02-46

0.. 35

02-45
02-45

16-50

02-24

o.za-

R .]i),.

08-40
08-40

17-20

02-28

0.29

02-40
02-40

01-10
02-35

09-05

01-18

0.15

02-30

02-30

00-21

0.04

12-10

01-44

0.21

1959

True CC

L.D.

Bring
Train

L.D.
R. D.

Derail

L.D.
R.D.

25

percent.

29-.2~ -

C\l

fiJ

~

r-f

~

~-~

Slope

•r-1 rO
~ 0

s:t ;:s

Clean
Track

L.D.
R. D.

~·Q

Man S. H.

R. D.

05-25
05-55

L.D.

~

W>O

gs_.

• 0
ttl~

ttl

D.M.L.

L.D.
R. D.

~

00-30
00-30

03-50
03-50

00-20
00-20

01-25
01-25

0.76

.-f
Q)

.E-t~ ~

D. I·:~ .S

•

aj

L.D.

R.D.

38-20
41-40

so-oo

11-26

1.35

L.D.
R.n.

15-40
15-40

31-20

04-33

0.53

0

b.O •ri
Q

~-

:Q~
0

0

~~

•

~

D. M.T.

2.09
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TABLE 3

June
•

1959

10

16

17

18

Continued

22

23

25

0..

P,.;:$

G>.P

J.t Q)
0-.lll
Q)

•

L.D. 27- 35 41-05 29- 15

Or-i
d 0

R.n.

r:. ()

32-35 43-35

27- 55

24- 15 15- 52
32 - 45 16- 12

Total. Average
per
s hift.

Percent .

18- 00
19- 25

19-48
2 9- 55 378. 12

75- 01
82 - 20

75-46
83-21 959-47 137- 06 16 . 18 16 . 18

54- 01

6. 37

6. 37

•

ID

Q)

>

b.O •r-1 (/]

.Q.p..p
•r-1 () Q
r-i;:$Q)
r-i r0

71-2 6
71- 16

Drilling

L.D. 84- 53
R.D. 90- 22

Steel
.Opange

R.D.

01- 09

10-32
11- 42

11- 01
11- 53

10- 26
14- 17 131- 36

18- 48 2 . 22

Position
change

L.D. 9- 11 12- 13 07- 07 01-50
H.D. 16- 05 11- 21 07 - 39 01- 05

11- 36
15- 32

11- 59
18-33

12- 02
16- 52 153- 05

21- 52

2. 58

Column
chane;e

L.D.
R. D.

36- 02

05- 09

0. 61

03- 25

00- 29

o. os

o8:..4o

01-14 0. 15

78-44

75-27

9- 09
8- 56

73- 17
79- 49

---

a

•rl 0

Q)

C\ p..

Q)

J.tJ.tr-i

•

CD

Q)

l>

•rl

L.D. 10-56 09- 26 09- 25 03-16
9- 23

09- 19

08- 48

+>

g

rO (/]

o.p
J.t .Q

~~
s.:! Q)
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~
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17-47
18- 15

I
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d
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•rl

J.t

~

•

t--

L .D.

00- 45

R.D.

·r-1

Col lar

L.D. 00-25

R.n.

00- 10
00- 35
02 -14 00- 15
01- 35 00- 25

00- 30
00- 30
00- 15 02- 05
00- 50 00- 36

00-55

5. 62
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TAB LE 3 continued

June
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.,_,
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()

::s

dbO"'
0
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r-f Po. ~
.-tl~

Broken
steel
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~

0 Q)
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co•

Stuck
steel

L,D,
R. D,

00-15
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L. D,

00-20

05-45

02-15
00-19
01-25

07-35

H, D,

Total. Avera ;_: ; e
per
shift.

Percent.

05-19

00-45

0-09

15-15

02-11

0.26

-0.35

05-19

00-45

o.oe

0,09

22.45

G>

0

d

b.Ocd

s:ls::1
•.-t .,

(Q
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~"A~
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01-01
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•
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~
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.-t
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14-00
22-10
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15-12

06-20 17-05
13-09 07-05 159-15

28-37
28-37

01-55
01-55

08-35
08-35

85-44

12-15

1.45

27-53
27-53

25-30
21-30

22-10 30-30
22-45 28-30 2 90-50

41 .33

4.91

0
0

2.69

2.69

•

r-t

•
~
G>
b.O

;

..c!

0

•

r-f

r-t

L.D,

Bring
Powder

R, D,

Charge
up.

L.D,
R, D,

19-20
21-30

23-29
20-00

07-30

6.36
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TABLE

June
J..t
a>

1959 10

18

22

23

R.D. 19- 50 06- 20

194- 17
194- 55

28-49
28- 20

14- 24
11- 35

L.V, 09- 45
H. D. 09- 30

00- 30
00- 30

16

17

L.D . 21-30 09- 15

~
~

continued

3

25
14- 05
04- 00

Total. Average Percent .
· · :per sh ift
547- 20

78- 11

9, 22

20- 15

02 - 53

0, 34

279- 15

39- 53

4. 71

5, 05

0. 85

0, 85

9, 22

•

C\l

.....

'i
..C
0

til

G)

Q)

tll'"O
J..t ID

Rest

P-4.C

•

!'!()

.....

at

·~ {
•rl

I>

J..t

Q)

~
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Wait

~

M

til

~

L. D. 57- 40 12- 45 22 - 15 22- 00 05- 35 15- 00
R,D, 39- 05 12- 45 22- 15 23- 20 05- 35 15- 00
L,D, 09- 30 06- 33

R.n.

08- 25

07- 03

L. D. 02 - 05
R,D, 01- 45 0205

l~ain

L. D.

pipe line

R, D,

Excess
water

R. D.

Handl e
suppl ies

L. D.
R, D,

Grade lines

R, D,

L,D,

13- 00
13-- 00

02 - 20
02 - 15

06- 55
07- 00

50- 01

04- 35
01- 10

00- 10

11- 50

01- 41

0.2 0

47- 05
37- 35

84-40

12- 06

1. 43

75- 20

10- 45

1. 27

28- 19

04- 02

0, 48

07- 09

37- 40
37- 40

,.;

a>
0

til

:::s
0
Q)

.s:l
~

,.;
r-i
Q)

0
t'l

Foot age
dr i l led

00- 15
07- 20

01-22
01- 22

01- 40
840- 00 773- 20

18-00

01- 40 00-1 5 0, 03
867- 00 920- 00 866- 20 817- 10 844-00 5927- 50 846- 50 100, 00

237

237

153

30

52 . 5

52 . 5

52 . 5

52 . 5

237

222

1353

193

52 . 5 60 , 0

52 . 5

375

53 . 5

2 '6 7

~
~

t!)

.....

Tons l oaded

3, 41
100.00
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TIME DISTRIBUTION CHART
9xl2 DEVELOPMENT DRIFT
ST. JOE·. LEAD CO.

FIGURE 6
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L.
Un.T.

TIME DISTRIBUTION CHART

LOADING OPERATIONS
9xl2 DEVELOPMENT DRIFT
ST. JOE. LEAD CO.

FIGURE 7
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F. PREP.

_ DRILLING

TIME DISTRIBUTION CHART
DRILLING OPERATIONS
9 xl2 DEVELOPMENT DRIFT
ST. JOE. LEAD CO.
FIGURE 8
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Continued from page 56.
1.

~ravel

Time.

This time is directly dependent upon the distance

of the work-place from the shaft and in these days of "portal to portal"
pay, it is a direct operational cost.
sumes

11~67

It will be noted that travel con-

per cent of the total time which is within 5 per cent of the

average "drilling" time.
2.

Mucking Time.

In a figure of 29.29 per cent of the average ·

total time only 9.74 per cent of that time is spent in loading; the remaining time being primarily devoted to removing the broken rock from
the face.
''Travel Shovel" is a necessary time and is dependent upon the
distance which the shovel has to travel.

"Clear Drift" is a result partly

of using the pyramid cut which tends to throw the rock pile approximately
120 feet down the drift.
''Bar Down," is a prerequisite to safe mining, and it is sometimes thought that the operators do not take as much time as they should
to perform this most important part of their duties.
important from the safety point of view.
tangle with any of the machinery.
leaves much to be desired.

"Cables" also is

They must not be permitted to

The conditions of some of the cables

A system of thorough periodic inspection

would be highly desirable.
'~oading,"

being the core of the Mucking Time, occupies 9.74

per cent of the average total time.
averages out at 1.30 tons per minute.

The rate of loading of the Eimco
Since two of the most experienced

operators were timed it is felt that this is the upper limit to be expected from this shovel.
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''True C .C." or true car change at 4. 06 per cent neglects the
necessity of changing loaded trains and any mechanical delay that may
occur.

In the particular drift heading studied, the unavailability of

cars could be overcome by using the dumping site.

However, the Mucking

Time can be disrupted by the lack of cars necessitating, in one case,
the crew to spend 47 minutes to locate empties.

When studying these

figures, the gathering acceptance by the coal mining industry of conveyor
belts may be understood.

An estimated 10 per cent of the time could be

saved if the shuttle car discharged directly into a storage bin or onto
a conveyor just long enough to hold about 50 tons, which is one shift's
output.

Loading could then be performed directly onto mine cars when

available.
3.

Mucking Time, Non-Productive Delays.

A very reasonable figure

of 0.76 per cent attests to the fundamentally sound cycle being pursued
in development work.

The 0.29 per cent for "slope" could be entirely

eliminated by leveling the track.

In attempting to negotiate the slope

on one occasion, the locomotive burned up its resistances.

Therefore,

this figure of 0.29 per cent does indicate the slope's true effect on
the cycle, as the excessive grade increases mechanical troubles and the
time required for unloading train.
4.

Mucking Time, Mechanical Delays.

The primary cause of mechan-

ical delays may be deirectly attributed to the lack of a preventive
maintenance program.

In the case of the Eimco Shovel, no real mechanical

delays, apart from bits of rock wedging

in, occurred.

However, in the

shuttle car, nearly one complete shift was lost due to the hydraulic
tubing and the inability of the operator to locate the source of trouble.
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A blown out tire caused a loss of about 40 minutes one day.

Having been

completely worn out, the tire seemed to have finally given away.

A Burnt

out resistance, attributed to the excessive slope that the locomotive
had to negotiate with loaded cars, was the cause of the "D M T."
5.

Face Preparation and Column Set

!IE.·

Time devoted to "Face

Preparation and Column Set Up" was 6. 37 per cent of the average time . .
This may be fairly evenly divided between the two parts.

In

'~ace

Preparation" the main task is to bring ·all the air and water hoses, steels,
and equipment up to the face.

This depends upon the amount that the men

can carry and the distance between the storage point and the face.

In

setting up the column, time may be occasionally lost when excavating has
to be done in order to fit the 9 foot column vertically in the drift.
6.

Drilling, Productive Elements.

Utilizing 16.18 per cent of

the total time makes this element the largest in the cycle.

With an

average of 193 feet of hole being drilled in 137 minutes, a rate of
1.41 feet per minute resulted.
90 pounds per square inch.
dolomite.
nesses.

Air pressure remained at approximately

All rock encountered during tlestudy was

This rate, of course, would vary with different rock hardIt would be well to insure that the drilling rate is known for

every type of rock likely to be encountered if a time allowance is to
be set.
7.

Drilling Non-Productive Elements.

Using four steels for the

cut holes and three for the remaining holes, "steel changing" consumes
2.22 per cent of the total time and the "position change" time for 15
holes per driller consumes 2.58 per cent.

These figures were remarkably
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constant throughout the study.

With 39 steel changes the average time

taken was 15 seconds, and 47 seconds per position change.

It is felt

that these two figures maybe used for any number of holes and any pattern
when drilled with the particular drilling equipment studied.
"Column Change" occurs only when a slabbing round is taken and
is a non-recurring element in the drifting operation set up.
"Alignment" only occurs for the first hole in the cut when
there is some doubt as to the alignment of the drill.
"Collar" element occurs quite frequently and depends upon the
condition of the face, the more shattered and broken up face causing some
collaring time before the real drilling can commence.
8.

Drilling, Non-Productive Delays.

With a figure of 0.35 per

cent it is evident that the quality of the steel is high and also that
the skill of the operators does keep the two elements of

'~roken

Steel"

and "Stuck Steel" down to the minimum.
9.

Drilling, Maintenance Delays.

Routine oiling being a necessary

maintenance delay for the machines, there is no question of cutting it
down.

No other maintenance delay occurred with the machines.

Both machines

appeared to be in excellent condition.
10.

Clear

2£.

This being the reverse of the element

'~ace

Prepar-

ation and Column Set Up" it takes considerably shorter time to perform.
This element occurs in two parts.

Immediately after drilling, the driller

takes the machine off the column and carries it back to the storage point
together with all the hoses and drill steels.

He then replaces the pat-

form on the column so that he can charge the top holes.

After charging,

the column is dismantled and carried back to the storage point.

The
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distance the equipment is carried will affect the time,

thus~

storage

point as near the face as possible is the best.
11.

Charging~·

Controlling the

'~ring

Powder" element is the

distance that the powder has to be brought.
"Charge Up" element results are fairly constant with an average of 97 seconds per hole.

This depends on the depth of the hole, and

the amount of powder to be used.

In the particular drift heading under

study an average of about 70 lbs. of Gelex No. 2 explosive was used with
electric delay caps for firing.

With an average of 53.5 tons of rock

being broken per cycle, approximately 0.76 tons of broken rock per pound
of the 45 per cent cartridge strength explosive results.

When compared

to Young's (59) figure of 0.57 tons per pound of 40 per cent explosive
for hard rock, the results obtained are quite satisfactory.
12.
'~elay

Water.

Pump.•

An excessive digure of 9.22 per cent occurred with

However, it is true that but for one day when a delay

of 194 minutes occurred, the increment would be about 1 per cent.

Never-

theless the 194 minutes did occur and can only be explained by the inability of the operator to pin down the troble earlier.

If a preventive

maintenance program had included the pump, that is apart from mere
rudimentary greasing, it is felt that delays of this magnitude could be
all but erradicated from the cycle.
13.

Personal Needs.

Having a low figure of 5.05 per cent for both

"rest" and "eating" may be partly attributed to the operator's thouthts
of "muck, drill, and get out" so that a minimum time is taken.

The

system worked at present being that the drift crew may proceed to the
shaft station as soon as the cycle is completed.
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14.

Miscellaneous Delays.

Extending the "Main Pipe Line" occupying

1.43 per cent occurred on one occasion and is an element that can be expected to occur every hundred feet or so of advance.
"Excess Water" occurred on a Monday and was due to the accumulation of water over the week end, the pump not having been turned on.
Occupying one half of one per cent, "Handling Supplies" and
"Grade Line" are both occasional delays.
l 0.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS OF THE TIME STUDY
Summary.

The operational analysis of the Time Study may be summar-

ized thus:
l.

Travel which consumes an average of 11.67 per cent of the

average total time can be one of the major items of cost in one day.
Assuming pay at 16 dollars a day, a four day week, and a 1000-man work
force,

it will be seen that the direct cost in wages alone for travel

would amount to $373,000 per year.
2.

Of the 29.29 per cent devoted to the Mucking Time, only about

one-third of this time is utilized in actual loading operations.

The

problem is to increase this one-third by decreasing car change time.

The

Eimco loads at a rate of 1.30 tons per minute and would load the average
shift tonnage of 53.5 in 41.2 minutes.

Since two workers are required

in loading, a total time of 82.4 minutes would be necessary.

3.

Actual drilling consumes 16.18 per cent of the average total

time, the necessary non-productive elements to support this amount to
6.06 per cent.

Average penetration rate was 1.41 feet per minute in the

dolomite, with the average steel change consuming 15 seconds and position
change 47 seconds.
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4.

Having .an average of 97 seconds per hole for charging and wiring

thirty holes amounts to 4. 91 per cent of the average total time.

The 400fo

cartridge strength explosive yields approximately 0.76 tons of broken rock
per pound using the pyramid cut.
5.

Delays arising from mechanical trouble with machinery amounts

to 11.31 kper cent of the average total time not counting nearly one
complete shift lost due to shuttle car trouble.
6.

Excessive slope accounts for roughly 1 per cent of the time,

however, it has a much higher effect when the wear and tear of the
locomotive is concerned.
Conclusions.

From the preceding study the following conclusions

and recommendations are made:
1.

In the Mucking Cycle, in order to decrease the car change time

to obtain the maximum utilization of the shovel, conveyors may be used.
This conveyor would decrease the necessity of unloading and maneuvering
trains during the loading cycle.

A length sufficient to hold approximately

60 tons would suffice so that it would hold all the rock broken from one
round.

When loading has been completed, the main line locomotive with

about 22 cars could be summoned and the broken rock loaded in one operation.

This would obviate the necessity of unloading trains, leaving

strings of empties in branch lines and also shorten the time of actual
discharge of the shuttle car.

An estimated saving of 10 per cent of the

average total time would, being of particular appeal if high speed development was to be considered.
2.

Excessive slopes for locomotives to negotiate should not be

allowed, the cost to the train being much higher in maintenance time
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wasted than if the steep slopes were eliminated.

The time taken to un-

load the train would also be reduced.
3.

In drilling the provision of a jumbo would obviate the 2.22

per cent of average total time devoted to steel change and also decrease
the position change time considerably.

Face Preparation, and Column Set-

up would be also decreased from its present figute of 6.37 per cent of
the total time.

In the type of drilling studied, it required 1.38 minutes

per foot of hole which included face preparation, column setup, drilling
and clearing up.

A time study of a suitable jumbo could be compared in

order to obtain further justification for its use.
With jumbo drilling the use of a Burn Cut Round would be better
since in a pyramid cut broken rock is thrown down the drift up to a distance of 120 feet necessitating the shovel to consume 0.85 per cent of
the average total time in clearing the drift.
4.
itiated.

A complete inspection and maintenance program should be inEach piece of equipment should be periodically inspected and,

if any trouble is suspected, it should be rectified.

Periodically, all

equipment should be removed, completely stripped and rebuilt.

This may

seem expensive but it cannot be too strongly emphasized that inspection
and preventive maintenance is one of the most important features of an
efficient mining program.
Warner Collieries (60) in their maintenance program in addition
to daily inspection have set up a periodic inspection schedule for items
not needing daily attention.

Included in the list are contactors, switches,

motors, clutches and cable reels, e.g. cable reels are
shifts and electric motors every 20 shifts.

checked~ery

All loader and heavy

40
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equipment is periodically torn down and rebuilt.

With a cost control

program and the application of Industrial Engineering, Warner Collieries
(61) reduced actual labor costs 28 per cent in the face of a rise in base
wages of 36 per cent in the past eight years.

Three mobile coal drills

and three rubber mounted cutting machines were the only capital purchases
made.
Similar applications of industrial enqineering practices applied
to St. Joseph Lead Company's operations would be of great benefit to the
company.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
SUMMARY
Methods and Time Study in mining operations should commence with
a consideration of the production, length of the operation, wages cost
and the computation of the yearly cost of the operation.

The information

obtained would enable the engineer to determine whether a study could
be economically justified by the possible savings effected.

If a fairly

detailed stuqy was indicated, various process charts could be drawn up
of the present method used.

This would present the operation as clearly

as possible for study.
A detailed operational analysis of the method is then undertaken.
This could be accornplishedty adopting a questioning attitude toward
the operation and examining every detail connected with it.

When each

element has been examined and all unnecessary details eliminated, a
standard method is drawn up of the one best way known at the time of
study.

Equipment, material, material handling, and instructions are

also standardized, without which the standard method could not be put
into operation.
The operator is then taught this new method and when he is quite
confident of it, he is time studied.

This consists of breaking the

operation into its elements and by the aid of a stop watch noting the
time that the operator takes to perform each element.

When sufficient

times for the elements have been obtained, the Time Study official notes
the effort, skill, and consistency rating of the operator and the working

conditions.

These ratingsare applied to the average times obtained for

the operation which result in a time that a worker with average skill,
effort and consistency could perform the operation.
Since the worker cannot be expected to perform at this speed, day
in and day out, various allowances for personal, fatigue, and unavoidable delays are given.

The resulting final time obtained may be used

in wage incentive plans as being the allowed standard-production-time
for performing the operation.
Opportunity was afforded by the St. Joseph Lead Company of performing an actual study at their Bonne Terre operations.

The study

consisted of a complete drifting operation, seven complete cycles were
timed.

Operational analysis was performed in order to discover all the

non-productive elements and delays occurring in the cycle.
CONCLUSIONS

The various methods that may be utilized by mine operators in the
study of mining problems in order to raise production and lower costs
have been described in this thesis.

In the particular instance noted

the practical applicability of the methods have been borne out by an
actual field study.

The study brought out the need for standardization

of material handling and in particular the need for an efficient preventive maintenance program.

This would keep all machinery in top

working condition.
One of the fundamental differences between a methods and time
program on a mine as against the manufacturing industries is the necessary
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need for standardization of equipment, material handling and maintenance
procedures in addition to actual method improvement.

Close supervision

ofthe workers is not possible in a mine due to the scattered location of
the workings so that close cooperation must exist voluntarily between
the worker and the supervisors of the company.

The success or failure

of such a scheme would be entirely dependent upon this cooperation.
The break down of an operation into the fundamental therbligs
as carried out in the manufacturing industry is not recommended for
mining operations.

In mining the operation should only be broken down

to its constituent elements such as loading and travel elements in order
to obta.i n sufficient information for the operational analysis.

At the

present stage of development, primary emphasis should be given to general
method improvement, elimination of non-productive and mechanical delays.
The operator would then be able to proceed with his work without costly
delays.

The searching fundamental therblig study would not be warranted

until all the above improvements had been initiated.
The elimination of these delays and method improvement as a result
of a study program of this nature would be of great help to the mining
industry.

It would go a long way toward the lowering or at least sta-

bilizing working costs in the face of the inflationary forces at work
in the present day economy.
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